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                                        INDIAN SCHOOL AL WADI AL KABIR 
                                               DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH [2021 – 2022]   

     
 

TOPIC: PRONOUNS                                                          LANGUAGE NOTEBOOK WORK  
 
RESOURCE PERSON: MRS PREETHI/ MRS. SAJINA 
                           
NAME:  ___________________________ CLASS: III SEC: ____ DATE: ___________ 

I. Choose the appropriate Pronouns and fill in the blanks.    

1. The dog is scratching _______. (me/I) 

2. Sita is playing. Tell _____ to read. (him/her) 

3. All the boys have new desks. ______ are all made of wood. (They/It) 

4. Vinay is a farmer. _____ works alone. (He/ His) 

5. The lark is singing gaily, _____ loves the bright sun. (it/ they) 

6. Who are those people? Where are ________ from? (it/they) 

7. My uncle and aunt wanted to get a puppy for _______ little daughter. (they/ their) 

8. My friend has a parrot. ______ speaks well. (They/It) 

9. The match was interesting as ____ ended in a super over. (It/ them) 

10. Good morning, children! _____ may sit down. (She/ You) 

II. Fill in the blanks with the appropriate Possessive Pronouns using the clue given 

within the brackets.   

1. This bracelet is ______. (I) 

2. The new car is _______. (we) 

3. In our garden is a bird. The nest is ____. (she) 

4. This was not my fault. It was _____. (you) 

5. This villa is ________. (Susan and Sally) 

6. The pouch is not _______ (I). It is ______.  (Peter) 

7. This boathouse is ________. (my brothers and I) 

8. These pictures are _______. (Jessy) 

 

                                         **************** 
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                 INDIAN SCHOOL AL WADI AL KABIR 

    DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH [2021 – 2022]       

LESSON: PRONOUNS                                           WORKSHEET 

                                                                           
RESOURCE PERSON: MRS PREETHI/ MRS. SAJINA 

 

NAME: _____________________ CLASS: III     SEC: ____   DATE: _______ 

I. Underline the correct Possessive Pronouns.  

1. My bag is heavier than yours / your’s.  

2. That duplex house is our/ ours. 

3. These novels are hers/ her.  

4. These shoes are mine/ my and not her/hers. 

5. My dad bought this watch for my brother. It is his/ him. 

6. This car belongs to my parents. It is their/ theirs.  

7. Can I have your laptop? Mine/Me isn’t working.  

8. Is this coat your/ yours? 

9. Did you give the canvas to Ben? He says it is his/mine.  

10. We bought an apartment in Mumbai. It is ours/theirs. 

11.  I ordered this burger for you. It is yours/ mine.  

12. Those glasses belong to Lee. They are his/theirs.  

 II. Fill in the blanks with the correct pronouns.  
 

1. The sky is getting dark. ___ is going to rain.  

2. My uncle is a teacher.  All ____ students like _____.  

3. Peter, we are all waiting for ___. Are you coming with ___? 

4. Children, ____ are making too much noise!  

5. What are _____ reading, Peter? 

6. Sharon and Jenny! Dad is waiting for ______! 

7. The theatre is full of children. _____ are about to see a 

comic show.  

8. Baby birds cannot fly. Mother bird has to feed _____.  

9. Ben and I are brothers. ______ share a bedroom together.  

10. Your students are giving a surprise test. _____ have not 

finished yet. Tell _____ to hurry up.  

11.  Ali is a good actor. _____ watch all _____ movies. 

12. Helen and ____ are sisters. ____ have organized a party 

for the New Year. 

III. Correct the following sentences using suitable 

Pronouns. 

1. They don’t look like they brothers. 

    ________________________________________________ 

2. It’s your father’s idea, not my. 

    ________________________________________________ 

3. Sam and me went to that concert during the weekend. 

   ________________________________________________ 
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